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Abstract
This study is the first to report the benefits of spatial covert attention on contrast sensitivity in a wide range of spatial
frequencies when a target alone was presented in the absence of a local post-mask. We used a peripheral precue (a small circle
indicating the target location) to explore the effects of covert spatial attention on contrast sensitivity as assessed by orientation
discrimination (Experiments 1–4), detection (Experiments 2 and 3) and localization (Experiment 3) tasks. In all four experiments
the target (a Gabor patch ranging in spatial frequency from 0.5 to 10 cpd) was presented alone in one of eight possible locations
equidistant from fixation. Contrast sensitivity was consistently higher for peripherally- than for neutrally-cued trials, even though
we eliminated variables (distracters, global masks, local masks, and location uncertainty) that are known to contribute to an
external noise reduction explanation of attention. When observers were presented with vertical and horizontal Gabor patches an
external noise reduction signal detection model accounted for the cueing benefit in a discrimination task (Experiment 1). However,
such a model could not account for this benefit when location uncertainty was reduced, either by: (a) Increasing overall
performance level (Experiment 2); (b) increasing stimulus contrast to enable fine discriminations of slightly tilted suprathreshold
stimuli (Experiment 3); and (c) presenting a local post-mask (Experiment 4). Given that attentional benefits occurred under
conditions that exclude all variables predicted by the external noise reduction model, these results support the signal enhancement
model of attention. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Mask; Orientation discrimination; Detection; Localization
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1. Introduction
In this study we employed spatial precueing to iden-
tify the mechanisms underlying the benefits produced
by covert spatial attention. We explored whether direct-
ing observers’ attention to a given location would im-
prove their contrast sensitivity, as assessed by
orientation discrimination, detection and localization
tasks. In comparison to previous studies dealing with
the effects of attention on contrast sensitivity (Lee,
Koch & Braun, 1997; Solomon, Lavie & Morgan, 1997;
Foley & Schwartz, 1998; Lu & Dosher, 1998; Lee, Itti,
Koch & Braun, 1999), the present study is unique for
the following reasons: (1) the target (Gabor patch)
appeared alone in the display (without distracters or a
concurrent visual task) and covered a wide range of
spatial frequencies (0.5–10 cpd); (2) it evaluated
whether the attentional benefit would emerge in the
following conditions: (a) in the presence or absence of a
post-stimulus mask; (b) at different overall performance
levels (82 versus 90% correct); (c) using different tasks
— discrimination, detection and localization — at two
discrimination levels (vertical versus horizontal or
slightly tilted to the right versus to the left); and (3) the
peripheral, exogenous precue provided no information
in terms of response probability. These experimental
manipulations allowed us to eliminate the conditions
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postulated by the model of external noise reduction to
be necessary for an attentional effect to emerge.
According to the signal enhancement hypothesis, at-
tention strengthens the stimulus’ representation (e.g.
Bashinski & Bacharach, 1980; Posner, 1980; Downing,
1988; Luck, Hillyard, Mouloua, Woldorff, Clark &
Hawkins, 1996; Mu¨ller, Picton, Valdes-Sosa, Riera,
Teder-Sa¨leja¨rvi & Hillyard, 1998). Previous studies in
which we have manipulated covert attention in a stimu-
lus-driven fashion, via a peripheral, transient cue, have
suggested that attention enhances spatial resolution at
the attended location (Carrasco & Yeshurun, 1998;
Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998, 1999).
In contrast, the external noise reduction hypothesis
maintains that attention diminishes the strength of the
representation of stimuli that are outside the focus of
attention.1 Attentional effects have emerged when dis-
tracters appeared with the target, but not when the
target was presented alone (Shiu & Pashler, 1994, 1995),
and are more pronounced as the number of distracters
increases (e.g. Palmer, 1994; Foley & Schwartz, 1998;
Morgan, Ward & Castet, 1998). These studies sustain
that attention allows us to exclude distracters that differ
along some relevant dimension from the signal by
narrowing a filter that is processing the stimulus. Ac-
cordingly, precues also allow observers to monitor only
the relevant location(s) instead of all possible ones. This
reduction of statistical noise is also known as reduction
of spatial uncertainty with respect to the target location
(e.g. Kinchla, 1980; Davis, Kramer & Graham, 1983;
Shaw, 1984; Sperling & Dosher, 1986; Palmer, 1994;
Shiu & Pashler 1994; Solomon et al., 1997; Eckstein,
1998; Foley & Schwartz, 1998).
Some proponents of the external noise reduction
hypothesis have attributed previous attentional effects
to the use of multiple masks, which introduce decisional
noise (Shiu & Pashler, 1994). However, when a
suprathreshold target appears alone in the display and
is followed by a local mask which covers only the target
location, a spatial precue improves performance in a
variety of tasks (Henderson, 1996; Luck et al., 1996;
Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1999). Yet, it has been proposed
that the effects of a local backward mask can be
modulated by attention. Enns and Di Lollo (1997) have
proposed that targets at unattended locations are coded
with low spatio-temporal resolution and are thus vulner-
able to substitution by a four-dot mask. Smith (in press)
maintains that the rate of approach to asymptotic
performance is faster at attended than unattended loca-
tions, but the asymptotic activation is the same at all
locations. According to these studies, in the absence of
a local mask no attentional effect should emerge. Exper-
iment 1 was conducted to test this prediction.
Transient covert attention improves observers’ perfor-
mance in tasks that rely on detection or discrimination
of high-spatial frequencies (Nakayama & Mackeben,
1989; Balz & Hock, 1997; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1999).
However, the visual system codes images containing a
wide range of spatial frequencies. It extracts information
by means of many ‘channels’ or quasi-independent
mechanisms whose bandwidths are about 1–2 octaves in
spatial frequency and about 15° in orientation (e.g.
Graham, 1989). Outputs from these individual filters
appear to be processed simultaneously and jointly deter-
mine detection and discrimination of spatial patterns.
The human contrast sensitivity function illustrates that
the highest sensitivity is in the mid-spatial frequency
range with a sharp drop-off in sensitivity at high spatial
frequencies and a more gradual drop-off at low frequen-
cies (Robson & Graham, 1981). The present study
examined whether attention improves contrast sensitiv-
ity over a wide range of spatial frequencies.
Spatial attentional benefits in contrast sensitivity have
been shown when the target appears with distracters or
when observers perform a concurrent task: (a) the target
was displayed simultaneously with distracters and ob-
servers had to indicate whether the target had an
increment or decrement in contrast (Foley & Schwartz,
1998; Solomon et al., 1997); (b) observers judged the
orientation of two Gabor patches that appeared simulta-
neously when one location was cued and the other was
not (Lu & Dosher, 1998); and (c) the target was dis-
played simultaneously with information pertaining to a
concurrent task (Lee et al., 1997, 1999). In contrast to
these studies, in the present experiments a Gabor pattern
was presented alone in the display to evaluate the role
that the factors identified by the external noise reduction
and signal enhancement mechanisms play in the cueing
effect.
2. Experiments
The effects of precueing were assessed by comparing
the stimulus contrast necessary for observers to perform
an orientation discrimination task (Nachmias, 1967) at
a given performance level. We assessed attentional ef-
fects across a wide range of spatial frequencies (0.5–10
cpd). To eliminate the effect of distracters and masks, we
explored whether attention would increase contrast
sensitivity when the stimulus was presented alone (Ex-
periment 1). To evaluate attentional effects under re-
duced location uncertainty conditions, observers
performed: (a) detection and discrimination tasks at a
1 In this paper the term external noise reduction is used to refer to
the effect of uncertainty. The term should not be confused with the
concepts of noise reduction (reduction of internal multiplicative
noise) or that of external noise exclusion (also known as sampling or
calculation efficiency, referring to a better match between the human
filter:template and the ideal optimal filter) used by Lu and Dosher
(1998).
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higher overall performance level (Experiment 2); (b)
discrimination, detection and localization tasks at two
levels of discriminability (Experiment 3); and (c) a
discrimination task when a local post-mask was pre-
sented (Experiment 4). These manipulations allowed us
to rule out the conditions postulated by the model of
external noise reduction to underlie attentional effects.
In psychophysical studies, the target’s location has
been usually specified by either a ‘central’ (‘endogenous’,
‘sustained’) cue presented at the center of the visual field,
or a ‘peripheral’ (‘exogenous’, ‘transient’) cue presented
at the relevant location. The maximum attentional
benefit occurs at about an stimulus-onset-asynchrony
(SOA) of 300 ms for the former and of 100 ms for the
latter (Jonides, 1981; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989).
To maximize attentional participation and to prevent
eye movements, we used a peripheral precue in half of
the total trials of the following four experiments. To
prevent forward spatial masking effects, the precue
appeared adjacent to the target location. Some authors
have suggested that precues encourage observers to
adopt a more liberal decisional criterion or to assign
more weight to information extracted from the cued
location (e.g. Kinchla, 1992). Because the precue cue
always indicated target location (100% valid) and ap-
peared equally often adjacent to a Gabor of either
orientation, it did not associate a higher probability with
one of the responses and observers could not rely on its
presence to reach a decision. In the other 50% of the
trials, a small circle (neutral cue) appeared in the middle
of the screen indicating that the target was equally likely
to appear in any of eight possible locations.
3. Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to examine whether an
attentional benefit could be found when a Gabor target
of a wide range of frequencies was presented alone in one
of eight possible locations, and was not followed by either
a global or a local mask. Observers had to indicate the




Six individuals (three graduate, two undergraduate
students and one postdoctoral fellow) from NYU acted
as observers; two are lab members, the other four were
naı¨ve as to the purposes of the study.2 All had normal
or corrected to normal vision.
3.1.2. Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed on a gamma-corrected com-
puter monitor (Pelli & Zhang, 1991) in a dark room. A
video attenuator drove only the green gun of the Apple
17 in. Multiscan color monitor, whose frame duration is
13.4 ms.
3.1.3. Stimuli and design
The stimuli were created on a Power Macintosh
7500:100 computer using MATLAB 5.2 and the Psycho-
physics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Back-
ground luminance was set to the middle of the monitor’s
range, about 16 cd:m2. All Gabor patches (sinusoidal
gratings embedded in a Gaussian window) subtended
1.5° of visual angle. The Gabor stimuli were oriented
vertically or horizontally and had a center spatial fre-
quency of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 or 10 cpd. On each trial, the
Gabor patch appeared with equal probability at one of
eight random locations at 3.2° eccentricity. Cue onset was
always indicated. On half of the blocks a precue appear-
ing 2° away from the center of the Gabor patch (‘cued
trials’) also indicated location. The precue was a black
circle, subtending a radius of 0.25° of visual angle. On
the remainder of the blocks (‘neutral trials’), this circle
appeared at the center of the display to indicate that the
stimulus had equal probability of appearing at any
location. Half of the cued trials and half of the neutral
trials contained a vertical Gabor. The rest of the trials
contained a horizontal Gabor. A small fixation square
(0.20.2° of visual angle) was present at the center of
the screen throughout the block, except when the circular
neutral cue appeared (Fig. 1).
3.1.4. Procedure
Observers viewed the display binocularly. They were
instructed to fixate on the fixation point throughout the
trial and to report the target orientation. Each observer
was then given ten practice blocks of trials and performed
60 experimental blocks in a random order over ten 1-h
sessions. On each of the trials the cue appeared for 40
ms, and after an ISI of 60 ms (i.e. an SOA of 100 ms),
the stimulus was presented for 100 ms. Given that about
250 ms are needed for saccades to occur (Mayfrank,
Kimmig & Fischer, 1987), goal or target directed eye
movements could not take place between the cue onset
and the stimulus offset. Observers responded by pressing
a key on the computer keyboard using the index or
middle finger of their dominant hand to indicate whether
the stimulus was vertical or horizontal, respectively.
Feedback for a correct response was given by a high-fre-
quency tone while a low-frequency tone signaled an
incorrect response. Contrast thresholds at 82% correct
were measured for each block using the improved
QUEST sequential estimation procedure over 75 trials
(Watson & Pelli, 1983; King-Smith, Grigsby, Vingrys,
Benes & Supowit, 1994).
2 One observer only completed three instead of five observations
per data point. We included her data in the analysis because her
standard error was very low and her pattern of results was exactly the
same as that of the other observers.
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of a trial sequence. In half the blocks, the target was preceded by a peripheral cue (as shown here) and the
rest of the blocks were preceded by a neutral cue (a circle in the center of the display; not shown here). In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, no local
post-mask appeared; in Experiment 4, a local post-mask appeared.
3.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 2 illustrates the observers’ averaged contrast
sensitivity function for the neutral trials in which atten-
tion was not manipulated. Peak sensitivity was ob-
served at about 1–4 cpd and declined towards higher
spatial frequencies, consistent with previous studies
(Graham, 1989). Individual CSFs are depicted in Fig. 3.
To quantify the attentional effect, we calculated the
ratio of sensitivity when a peripheral cue preceded the
target to that when a neutral cue did. No difference in
sensitivity between the two conditions would yield a
ratio of one. If the peripheral cue increased contrast
sensitivity, the ratio would be greater than one. The
ratios for each of the six spatial frequencies tested are
shown in Fig. 4a. A single sample one-tailed t-test
revealed that these ratios were significantly greater than
one [t(5)3.07, PB0.03].
This cueing benefit in a 2AFC orientation discrimina-
tion task used to assess contrast sensitivity is consistent
with previous studies (Lee et al., 1997, 1999; Solomon
et al., 1997; Foley & Schwartz, 1998; Lu & Dosher,
1998), and extends the findings to a wide range of
spatial frequencies. Attention may modulate the degree
of mask suppression (Enns & Di Lollo, 1997; Smith, in
press), but these results show that its effects are not
limited to such a scope.
Even though in this discrimination task no additional
visual information (distracters or masks) had to be
filtered out, observers could perform this task with low
Fig. 2. Contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial frequency in the
neutral condition. The functions depict the average of observers
sensitivities in (a) Experiment 1 (discrimination task, n6); (b)
Experiment 2a (discrimination task, n5); (c) Experiment 2b (detec-
tion task, n3); and (d) Experiment 4 (discrimination, n6).
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Fig. 3. Contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial frequency in both
neutral and peripheral conditions for two observers in Experiment 1.
over-predicts the sensitivity ratio [t(4)2.52, PB0.10;
Fig. 4a]. This result indicates that the cueing effect
found in this experiment can be explained by reduction
of location uncertainty.
4. Experiment 2
According to noise-limited models performance de-
creases as uncertainty and distracter number increase,
because the noise they introduce can be confused with
the target signal. As uncertainty is reduced, observers
can base their decisions on only the relevant locations
and thereby avoid errors caused by noisy irrelevant
locations (e.g. Davis et al., 1983; Palmer, 1994; Eck-
stein, 1998; Foley & Schwartz, 1998). Given that the
effect of target location uncertainty produces a more
noticeable degradation at low than at high performance
levels (Pelli, 1985), one would expect the attentional
benefit to be reduced when observers’ overall perfor-
mance is higher. To investigate this possibility, the
overall performance level for the discrimination task
was increased to 90% correct, while the rest of the
design remained the same as in Experiment 1.
We obtained contrast detection thresholds to further
address the idea of location uncertainty. Thomas and
Gille (1979) reported that if two low contrast stimuli
differ in orientation by about 20–30°, they are discrim-
inated from one another as accurately as each is de-
tected or discriminated from noise (blank locations).
They concluded that detection and orientation discrimi-
nation occur concomitantly, and that these results are
consistent with tuned-channel models. Likewise, Wat-
son and Robson (1981) presented stimuli at a contrast
near to detection threshold, and found that some pairs
of stimuli differing in spatial frequency were correctly
identified as often as they were detected. They postu-
lated that the detectors of these stimuli are ‘labeled’ (i.e.
the observer can distinguish the response of each detec-
tor from that of any other). Other near-detection
threshold studies have also shown that discrimination
depends on detectability for orientation (Thomas &
Shimamura, 1975), spatial frequency (Furchner,
Thomas & Campbell, 1977) and phase relationships
(Nachmias & Weber, 1975). In short, we explored
whether the cueing effect would emerge when the per-
formance level was increased to 90% correct in both
detection and discrimination tasks, and evaluated the
predictions of the orientation-identification SDT model.
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Obser6ers
Five observers (one high School, two undergraduate
and two graduate students) from NYU participated in
the discrimination experiment. One observer had partic-
stimulus contrast. Because this stimulus could have
been confused with the background, the cueing effect
could reflect reduction of location uncertainty (Cohn &
Lasley, 1974; Graham, Kramer & Haber, 1985). Thus,
we investigated whether a signal detection model could
account for these results. Signal detection theory (SDT)
based models assume that each element in the display
elicits inherently noisy internal responses in the observ-
ers (Shaw, 1980). Accuracy degradation with increasing
set-size is caused by the increasing probability that any
distracter will exceed the response of the target, rather
than due to capacity limitations; i.e., reductions in the
perceptual quality of the processing of each item in the
display or in a serial processor. SDT models predict the
effects of set-size on detection when a target differs
from distracters along one (feature tasks, Palmer, 1994)
or many (conjunctions, Eckstein, 1998) physical at-
tributes, as well as when a target is localized on uni-
form (Shaw, 1980; Eckstein, Beutter, Bartroff & Stone,
1999), noisy (Swensson & Judy, 1981) or complex (Eck-
stein & Whiting, 1996) backgrounds. However, SDT
models have failed to predict performance in more
complex tasks such as line bisection and tasks involving
memory (Palmer, 1994). The model used in this paper
(Appendix A) is an extension of these SDT models to
an orientation-identification task, which incorporates
intrinsic uncertainty (i.e. the observers inability to per-
fectly use information about the elements’ spatial or
temporal position, size, or spatial frequency; Pelli,
1985).
Based on the contrast threshold estimates predicted
by the orientation-identification SDT model, we ob-
tained the peripheral:neutral ratio of sensitivity. The
model accounts for the present data; it marginally
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Fig. 4. To quantify the attentional effect on contrast sensitivity, we plotted the ratio of contrast sensitivity in the peripheral cued condition to the
neutral cued condition (P:N). Values above 1 illustrate an attentional benefit. The functions depict both the averages of observers sensitivity ratios
(dotted line) as well as those predicted by the SDT model (solid line) under the same conditions, for (a) Experiment 1 (discrimination task at 82%
correct); (b) Experiment 2a (discrimination task at 90% correct); (c) Experiment 2b (detection task at 90% correct); (d) Experiment 4
(discrimination task with local post-mask at 82% correct. The SDT model lies along the line corresponding to a ratio of 1).
ipated in the previous experiment, and the other four
observers were naı¨ve to the purposes of the study.
Three of these observers also participated in the detec-
tion experiment. All had normal or corrected to normal
vision.
4.1.2. Stimuli, design, apparatus and procedure
For the discrimination task, the stimuli, design, ap-
paratus and procedure were the same as in Experiment
1, except that the contrast thresholds for each block
was measured at 90% correct using the improved
QUEST sequential estimation procedure over 60 trials
(Watson & Pelli, 1983; King-Smith et al., 1994). In the
2AFC detection task, the vertical Gabor patches were
presented in half of the trials and the observers indi-
cated whether the target had been presented or not.
The procedure was the same as in the discrimination
task.
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4.2. Results and discussion
The data were analyzed as in the previous experi-
ment. Fig. 2 depict the observers’ average contrast
sensitivity for the Gabor patches in the neutral cue
condition for the discrimination and detection tasks.
Fig. 4b and c illustrate the cueing effect for the respec-
tive conditions. For each of the spatial frequencies
tested, the ratios revealed a significant increased sensi-
tivity due to the cueing manipulation [t(4)5.32, PB
0.01 and t(2)5.06, PB0.05, respectively]. For the
three observers that participated in both the discrimina-
tion and detection tasks, sensitivity was somewhat
higher in the former than in the latter. The finding that
frequency discrimination is sometimes better than de-
tection (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974) has been at-
tributed to inhibitory interactions or correlated noise
among responding mechanisms (e.g. Olzak & Thomas,
1981).
The present results show that when the overall per-
formance level was increased from 82 to 90% correct,
cueing still enhanced contrast sensitivity for a Gabor
patch at a wide range of spatial frequencies. As in
Experiment 1, the cueing effect cannot be due to a
mask suppression effect. We obtained the periph-
eral:neutral ratio of sensitivity predicted by the orienta-
tion-identification SDT model. For this discrimination
data the observers’ sensitivity ratio is higher than that
predicted by the model [t(4)3.37, PB0.05; Fig. 4b].
Although the effect of target location uncertainty pro-
duces a more noticeable degradation at low than at
high performance levels (Pelli, 1985), increasing the
stimulus contrast to achieve a higher overall perfor-
mance level did not decrease the overall attentional
modulation. Whereas in Experiment 1 the model mar-
ginally over-predicted the human sensitivity ratio, in
this experiment, the model under-predicted such a ratio
(except for the 8 cpd Gabor target where the difference
was not statistically significant). Thus, the cueing effect
cannot be explained by the mere reduction of location
uncertainty. As stimulus contrast increased to attain a
higher performance level, the predictability of the SDT
model decreased.
5. Experiment 3
To systematically investigate the role that stimulus
contrast plays in the cueing effect, we compared observ-
ers’ performance at two different levels of discriminabil-
ity requiring different stimulus contrasts, for
discrimination, detection and localization tasks. To be
able to characterize performance in the three tasks, we
used the method of constant stimuli. There were two
phases. In Phase 1, it was expected that observers
would require low stimulus contrast to perform the
vertical-horizontal discrimination task (‘easy-level’). As
mentioned above, Thomas and Gille (1979) reported
that if two low-contrast 5 cpd stimuli, presented
foveally, differ in orientation by at least 20–30°, they
are discriminated from one another as accurately as
each is detected or discriminated from noise (blank
locations). In contrast, it was expected that observers
would require higher stimulus contrast to discriminate
whether the Gabor patch was tilted slightly to the left
or to the right (‘hard-level’). To directly assess the ease
with which observers can localize the stimulus, a local-
ization task was also performed. Superior performance
at detecting and localizing the tilted stimuli would
indicate that the target location is less confusable from
the non-target locations reducing the effect of location
uncertainty; indeed, close to perfect performance in
these tasks would indicate negligible uncertainty levels.
It is critical to assess if under such a condition observ-
ers’ performance in the discrimination task would still
benefit from the peripheral cue.
5.1. Phase A — discrimination, detection and
localization tasks with 6ertical–horizontal stimuli
5.1.1. Obser6ers
An NYU graduate student, who had participated in
the previous experiments, and a high-school student
who had participated in Experiment 2, were the
observers.
5.1.2. Stimuli and apparatus
The stimuli and apparatus were the same as in the
previous experiments, except that the Gabor patch was
presented at 4.5° of eccentricity.3
5.1.3. Design and procedure
The method of constant stimuli was used. Observers
performed one practice block and three experimental
blocks of 100 trials per each of eight experimental
conditions: spatial frequency (1, 2, 4 or 8 cpd) X cue
(neutral versus peripheral). Stimulus contrast was ad-
justed such that observers would perform at about
80–85% correct in the neutral condition of the discrim-
ination task, in which observers reported the orienta-
tion of the Gabor patch. (This level of performance was
attained before applying the correction factor for guess-
ing; see below). In the detection task, observers indi-
cated the presence or absence of the target. In the
localization task, the stimulus was always present; ob-
servers were asked to indicate the position in which the
stimulus had appeared by using eight keys of the num-
ber keypad corresponding to those locations. Both the
3 We had conducted an experiment that differed from Experiment
1 only in that the stimulus eccentricity was 4.5° instead of 3.2°. The
same pattern of results was obtained in both experiments.
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order of the three tasks and the order of the eight
conditions within each task were randomized for each
observer.
5.1.4. Results and discussion
Given that chance performance was 50% for detec-
tion and discrimination, but 12.5% for the localization
task, we used a correction factor to account for guess-
ing across tasks: P [processed] [(NP [correct])1]:
(N1), where P [correct]measured value,
P [processed]actual value of detection, discrimination
or localization task, and Nnumber of response alter-
natives. Observers’ performance for the localization
task was better than for discrimination, which in turn
was better than for detection (Fig. 5a; the better perfor-
mance in discrimination than in detection tasks was
discussed in the previous experiment). The detection
and discrimination peripheral:neutral sensitivity ratios
for each of the three spatial frequencies tested are
highly significant (Fig. 6a).4 However, the imperfect
performance on localization and detection tasks could
suggest that the cueing effect resulted from a reduction
of location uncertainty. To assess this possibility the
difficulty of the task was increased in Phase B; conse-
quently, stimulus contrast was increased.
5.2. Phase B — discrimination, detection and
localization tasks with slightly tilted stimuli
5.2.1. Obser6ers
Four observers participated in this Phase. One ob-
server from NYU who had participated in all previous
experiments, one High School student who had partici-
pated in Experiments 2 and 3a, and two naı¨ve observers
— an NYU graduate student who had participated in
Experiment 2 and one observer that had not partici-
pated in psychophysical experiments.
5.2.2. Stimuli, apparatus, design and procedure
All were the same as in Phase A, except that the
Gabor patches were slightly tilted, 4° to the right or to
the left from vertical.
5.2.3. Results and discussion
Fig. 5b shows the observers’ average performance for
the detection, discrimination and localization tasks with
the tilted stimuli. In contrast to Phase A, performance
was far superior for detection and localization than for
discrimination. In fact, localization was practically per-
fect. Moreover, the cueing effect for the discrimination
task was significant [t(3)3.20, PB0.05, Fig. 6b]. This
result indicates that even when all the variables that the
external noise reduction mechanism holds to be respon-
sible for an attentional effect — distracters, global and
local masks, and location uncertainty — have been
eliminated, this effect still emerged. (The cueing effect
for the detection task was not graphed in Fig. 6b
because performance in the neutral condition was
close to ceiling and there was no room for improve-
ments.)
Fig. 5. Average percent correct (corrected for guessing) for the
detection, localization, and discrimination tasks for (a) Experiment 3a
(vertical versus horizontal stimuli; n2); and (b) Experiment 3b
(tilted stimuli; n4).
4 The larger attentional benefit for the 2 cpd than for the other two
frequencies resulted from a lower performance level for the 2 cpd
than for the other frequencies in the neutral condition, but a similar
performance for the three frequencies in the peripheral condition.
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Fig. 6. To quantify the attentional effect on contrast sensitivity, we
plotted the ratio of percent correct in the peripheral cued condition to
the neutral cued condition (P:N). Values above 1 illustrate an
attentional benefit. The functions depict both the averages of observ-
ers ratios for (a) Experiment 3a (vertical versus horizontal stimuli;
n2); and (b) Experiment 3b (tilted stimuli; n4).
mask. Smith (in press) has pointed out that a single
backward mask not only limits the signal-to-noise ratio
at the attended location, but also reduces spatial uncer-
tainty by indicating the location where the target has
appeared. The only difference between this experiment




Six observers (three graduate and two undergraduate
students and 1 postdoctoral fellow) from NYU partici-
pated in this experiment. Three observers are members
of our lab, one of them had participated in all experi-
ments; the remaining three were naive as to the purpose
of the study. All had normal or corrected to normal
vision.
6.1.2. Stimuli, design, apparatus and procedure
All were the same as in Experiment 1, except for the
following: the target was followed by a 200 ms broad-
band white-noise mask, subtending the same degree of
visual angle as the stimulus (1.51.5° of visual angle).
6.1.3. Results and discussion
The data were analyzed as in Experiment 1. Fig. 2
depicts the observers’ average contrast sensitivity func-
tion for the Gabor patches in the neutral cue condition,
and Fig. 7 illustrates individual CSFs for two observers.
In the presence of a mask, the peripheral-to-neutral
sensitivity ratio revealed a significant benefit due to the
attentional manipulation [t(5)3.34, PB0.025; Fig.
4d]. Note that according to the SDT model, this sensi-
Fig. 7. Contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial frequency in both
neutral and peripheral conditions for two observers in Experiment 4.
6. Experiment 4
In Experiment 3, tilted stimuli were detected and
localized more effectively than they were discriminated,
and an attentional effect emerged even under condi-
tions of such reduced spatial uncertainty. To further
explore the effects of reducing spatial uncertainty on
attention, in this experiment we included a local post-
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tivity ratio should not differ from 1, because in both
cue conditions observers are considered to monitor only
the target location, thus eliminating noise from the
other locations. However, the attentional effect that
emerged was not less pronounced than that of Experi-
ment 1, where no mask was presented; i.e. where spatial
uncertainty was not reduced.
7. General discussion
The present results are consistent with previous stud-
ies that have demonstrated an attentional benefit for
contrast sensitivity (Lee et al., 1997, 1999; Solomon et
al., 1997; Foley & Schwartz, 1998; Lu & Dosher, 1998),
and extend their findings to situations where the target
was presented alone, appeared in both masked or un-
masked displays, at a wider range of spatial frequen-
cies, and had to be processed fairly accurately.
According to the external noise reduction mechanism,
an attentional effect is not likely to occur under such
display conditions. These results indicate that an en-
hanced signal must have increased contrast sensitivity
for a wide range of spatial frequencies.
Several studies have attributed attentional facilitation
to an efficient reduction of external noise, either be-
cause a suprathreshold target could be confused with
distracters (e.g. Palmer, 1994; Shiu & Pashler, 1994,
1995; Morgan et al., 1998), or because a near-threshold
target presented alone could be confused with empty
locations (e.g. Cohn & Lasley, 1974; Graham et al.,
1985). These authors have suggested that precues re-
duce the number of locations that have to be moni-
tored, thus reducing the statistical noise that is
introduced at these locations. Such an SDT based
model accounted for the cueing effects in the discrimi-
nation task (Experiment 1) when low-contrast vertical
and horizontal stimuli were used, i.e. when detection
and discrimination thresholds were similar (e.g.
Thomas & Gille, 1979). This noise reduction model,
however, would predict no attentional benefit when a
high-contrast target presented in isolation is detected
and localized almost perfectly (Experiment 3) or a
post-local mask reduces the target’s spatial uncertainty
(Experiment 4). The target could neither be confused
with the blank at the other locations or with distracters,
since there were none. Indeed, the extent of the atten-
tional benefit was the same regardless of whether a
local post-mask was used or not. This indicates that
attention not only operates on the processing of the
mask (Enns & Di Lollo, 1997; Smith, in press), but also
on that of the stimulus.
Our results differ from those of Smith (in press) who
found that attention increased contrast sensitivity only
when a mask followed the target. In Smith’s study, the
combination of a central and a peripheral cue, as well
as the SOA between the cue and the display may not
have been optimal for an attentional effect to emerge.
In addition, for the attentional effect to be equally
likely to occur, it would have been desirable to have
had observers’ contrast sensitivity equated across exper-
iments. In any case, the findings of the present study
showing an attentional benefit regardless of the pres-
ence of a mask, clearly indicate that the increased
contrast sensitivity induced by transient attention is not
merely due to mask suppression.
Furthermore, although location uncertainty produces
a more noticeable degradation at low than at high
performance levels (Pelli, 1985), the extent of the atten-
tional effect was similar when we decreased the likeli-
hood that the pattern would be confused with the blank
locations. This was accomplished by either increasing
the overall performance level (Experiment 2), increasing
stimulus contrast to enable finer discriminations (Ex-
periment 3), or presenting a local post-mask (Experi-
ment 4).5 Other recent studies have also found
limitations to location or spatial uncertainty models.
For instance, Lee et al.’s (1999) findings regarding the
way in which spatial visual thresholds are influenced by
the near absence of attention cannot be accounted for
by such a spatial uncertainty model. Similarly, when
Morgan et al.’s (1998) orientation displays were briefly
presented (100 ms), the improvement produced by cue-
ing the target location is greater than that predicted
from the signal-detection model of spatial uncertainty.
The present study is consistent with Lu and Dosher
(1998), who interpreted their finding of an attentional
effect in an orientation discrimination task at low levels
of external noise, but not at high levels, as providing
support for the signal enhancement mechanism. The
present results are also consistent with Lee et al.’s
(1999) recent computational model for attentional mod-
ulation of spatial vision, which suggests that attention
strengthens the interactions among visual spatial filters,
resulting in both sharpening of tuning and increased
gain.
The attentional facilitation reported here reflects
more than just an efficient inhibition of the non-rele-
vant information. An enhanced processing of the rele-
vant information may result from improved quality of
the stimulus representation corresponding to the cued
location. Experiments 2, 3 and 4 support the hypothesis
that a signal enhancement mechanism is responsible for
the finding that attention increases sensitivity across the
5 Although the extent of the attentional effect was similar, the
pattern of this effect varied somewhat. For the discrimination tasks at
82% correct (Experiments 1 and 4) the attentional benefit seems to
have increased as a function of spatial frequency, but this was not the
case for the discrimination and detection tasks at 90% correct (Exper-
iment 2). It would be premature to draw conclusions from this
pattern difference; currently, we are exploring the interaction of
spatial frequency, performance level and target eccentricity.
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contrast sensitivity function. Yeshurun and Carrasco
(1999) showed that attention improves performance in
visual acuity tasks when a supra-threshold target ap-
pears alone in the display and is followed by a local
mask. The present study extends those findings to
situations where the target ranges across a spectrum of
spatial frequencies and is or is not followed by a local
mask.
In conclusion, manipulating transient covert atten-
tion by using a peripheral precue significantly improved
observers’ contrast sensitivity for a range of spatial
frequencies. It is reasonable to assume that attentional
facilitation in visual tasks reflects a combination of
mechanisms such as signal enhancement, external noise
reduction and decisional factors. However, given the
experimental conditions of this study the models of
decisional factors or external noise reduction (distracter
exclusion, mask suppression, and location uncertainty)
cannot explain the attentional benefit found in all four
experiments. This study supports the hypothesis that
attention can enhance the signal representation at the
cued location.
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Appendix A. Mathematical expressions for performance
prediction
The observer is monitoring two filters: the vertical
and horizontal tuned filters. For the trials where a
vertical target is displayed there are two types of re-
sponses to each of the two filters: (a) the vertical filter
to the vertical Gabor target; (b) the vertical filter to the
blank spaces; (c) the horizontal filter to the vertical
Gabor target; and (d) the horizontal filter to the blank
spaces. We denote the response of a filter to a given
stimulus (Gabor or blank) with two subscripts (the first
one referring to the filter and the second one to the
stimulus). For example fv,v(x) is the response of the
vertically tuned filter to the vertical Gabor. With this
notation for the trial where the vertical Gabor is the
target we have four types of responses: fv,v(x); fh,v(x);
fv,b(x); fh,b(x) where the subscript b refers to the blank
spaces. The responses of all filters are assumed to be
Gaussian. The response of the vertical filter that
matches the vertical orientation of the target is assumed
to have a d %v,v response mean. The response of the
horizontal filter to the vertically oriented target is as-
sumed to have a mean d %v,h and the response of both
filters to blank spaces are assumed to have 0 mean. The
responses are therefore given by:
fv,v(x)g(xd %v,v), fh,v(x)g(xd %v,h), fv,b(x) fh,b(x)
g(x) (A1)




The observer is then correct if the response of any of
the vertical tuned filters takes the maximum value. The
probability that the observer is correct is the sum of
two probabilities: (1) the probability that the vertical
filter responding to the Gabor target takes a value x
while the horizontal filter response to the Gabor target
and the horizontal and vertical filter responses to the
blanks and the additional uncertainty locations take a
value less than x ; and (2) the probability that any one
of the vertical filters responding to the blanks or addi-









Gv(xd %v,v)Gh(xd %h,6) dx (A2)






Gh(xd %h,6) dx (A3)
where M is the number of monitored locations, and U
is the intrinsic uncertainty number corresponding to the
number of additional irrelevant statistically indepen-
dent decision variables per location monitored by the
observer.
A.1. Neutral condition 6ersus peripheral condition
In the neutral condition where the cue did not give
any information about target location we set the num-
ber of possible target locations (M) to 8. In the periph-
eral cue condition where the cue was 100% of the times
indicative of the target location, the model assumed
that the observer can perfectly use this information and
therefore the model used an M value of 1.
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A.2. Fitting the models to the data
For each condition, the data from the QUEST adap-
tive procedure resulted in different number of trials at
different contrast levels. For each observer and condi-
tion (spatial frequency) the percent correct versus con-
trast data points were simultaneously fit to the
peripheral and neutral cue conditions with Eq. (A3)
(M8 for neutral cue and M1 for the peripheral
cue). The index of detectability was assumed to be
related to the contrast by a proportionality constant:
d %v,vkv,vc and d %v,hkv,hc. In addition, the uncertainty
number (U) was assumed to be the same for the two
conditions (peripheral and neutral). There were there-
fore three fitting parameters: kv,v, kv,h and U. The fit
was done using a maximum likelihood criteria. From
the best-fit psychometric function a contrast threshold
for the experimental performance criteria was then
obtained. The contrast thresholds obtained for the
model could then be compared to those obtained for
the human observers by fitting the psychometric data
for each cue condition (neutral versus peripheral) sepa-
rately using the QUEST algorithm.
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